METAPHOR POEMS
Our school is a TV show
There are fresh new seasons every few
months
So many different adventurous episodes to
go through
Every one of them happens differently
And I am a character
Trying to stay out of drama
Following my own path
With a unique personality

Caroline Kim

Our school is like a GIANT.
It is as T A L L as a basketball player
As LARGE as an elephant
Then what am I?
And I’M a tiny person like a mouse
I stare up at the school as it towers over
me
On the second day of school, I got lost
because it’s so BIG
But sometimes, I feel BIGGER than the
school

Nina Kang

Our School
Our school is the military
People working hard
People getting scolded
People unwillingly drafted
And I am a soldier
Praying I am doing ok
Praying it will end
Hoping that I come home making others
proud
Hye-won Kim

School is a battlefield
Always at war
Sometimes the battle is harsh
Sometimes we claim victory
And I am a warrior
In this one battle with no escape
Fighting along with others for success
Fighting for my future
Julia Meyer

Our school is an agenda

Filled with due dates and homework
assignments
Full of words and reminders
Loaded with tips and rules
And I am an agenda user
Stressing that I will not finish
everything
Hoping I get everything done
For the good of my grades and future
Talia Ghetie

Our School is a vegetable
Most kids hate them
But they still take a bite
Because it is good for them
And I am a kid who
Hates eating vegetables
But will also eat them
For the good of my future
Adam Ignacio

Our school is a garden
With angled flowers thriving to satisfy our thirst
for sunlight
The sun teasing, climbing the sky away
As we yearn for the sunlight that is our success
And I am an aster
Filling myself with wisdom and devotion
As I climb the stem that is my path
Then, finally, blooming, violaceous petals.

Caren Chung

HAIKU
Inner peace
River lotuses
Float as I swing wooden swords
Cherry blossoms fall

HIKING THE WILDS
PEACEFUL WIND BLOWING
ADVENTURING THE UNKNOWN
SLEEPING UNDER STARS

Kyrie mataga

Childhood memory
Sun-Kissed bronze skin shines
The golden globe floating here
Sultry waves crashing

Debating
Argue with others
Supporting with great details
Opposing rivals
Aidan caleraro

Christmas time
Pine trees decorate
White snowmen throughout the town
Presents shared by all
Aidan Calderaro

Favorite holiday
I love Halloween
It is the day of my birth
I get lots of goods
Gloria Park

Summer vacation
Summer vacation
All this anticipation
Can’t wait to have fun
Daniel Baturin

Hanukkah
Let’s have a party
we’LL Light the menorah
And sing our prayers
Haley Aleksic

LAWYER
Walk into court
Prosecute the defendant
And then win the case
Blake klein

JAPANESE RESTAURANT
The white rice is rolled
It is filled with cucumber
I dip it in soy
Daniel lien
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Worse day at school
Once, I fell over
Like a doofus in my chair
Kind of funny now
AJ Fenton

Winter
It was a cold day
The weather was horrible
Not for the snowman

I love cookies and cream,
They make me want to scream.
Sitting by the warm fire
I feel happy as a squire.
Stockings hanging on the wall,
So fragile they might just fall.
Summer thoughts are grey,
Nothing beats this cold day.
Zahan Cursetji

Family Metaphor
If my family were animals I know what they would be,
My mother who is mostly nice but sometimes a little crazy,
Would be a hamster, as she is chill sometimes
But later runs around wild,
My dad who protects me and is very strong
Would be a lion protecting its family
My brother who is loving and sometimes mean
Would be a cat, friendly but he will scratch
Finally, I who am silly but also smart
Would be a monkey because I just hang and have fun

Sam Harshman-Smith

Cinquain Poem
Class
Boring, Hard
Working, Learning, Writing
Rather play games
School

Sam Harshman-Smith
Sports
Skillful, Fun
Catching, Throwing, Batting
Three strikes - You’re out!
Softball

Andrea Kuruc

Anger is the rain
You can always see the clouds forming before anything
happens
It is completely unpredictable
Everyone runs for cover to get out of it
It blurs the windows so we can’t see the beautiful scenery
outside
When the clouds hold in the rain, drought happens
But the rain stops and washes everything away.
Andrea Kuruc

Cinquain Poem
School
Bored, Challenges
Learning, Studying, Working
Lots of Stress
Classroom
Tyler Plutchok

“My Family”
My family is like being at the circus
Dad is the sword eater, great but risk taking
Mom is the tightrope walker, pushes everyone to not give up
in any situation
Ashley is the lion tamer, who tries to tame the lion
Max is the lion, who drives everyone crazy
Grandpa the fire eater, filled with energy
Burger the puppy is the human cannonball, always will be
welcomed except by my parents
And I am the juggler, who tries to not drop the ball
Grace Na

Cinquain
Slime
Gooey, Sticky
Playing, Stretching, Squeezing
Fun to make
Flubber
Grace Na

Cinquain:
Transparent
Gentle circles
Floating, falling, popping
Unbelievable happiness to kids
Bubbles

The Wants of a Woman
What first I want is a lifelong friend
That adores me for who I’ll be
Someone who remains until the end
Bringing me so much glee.
I wish for one with whom I can share
My secrets and my lifelong dreams
Together we’ll be a perfect pair,
And we’ll never leave each other’s teams.

What next I want is to see success.
I wish to reach my goals,
To live a life free from stress.
I wish for numerous payrolls
To live at peace with my kin
I wish that I may live free
From stress as I look back on how happy I have been.
Oh, how I wish to live life to the greatest degree.

Along with this I wish for joy
To live my life with a smile
Just like a child with a brand new toy,

The happiness will be worthwhile
I wish to have such glee,
And to feel content with my life
Oh, how wonderful it would be!
As I become the perfect wife.

What last I want is pride If I look back at my past,
I want people smiling so wide
At our friendships that did last.
When I go I want to be known
As a girl who brought such love
And whose compassion was truly shown
As I look down from above.
Bettina Ventura

The Wants of a Woman

What first I want is happiness,
Laughter and all the joy,
The ability to smile and live
For now that is my ploy.
Endless feelings of heart-felt glee,
Forever a part of who I’ll be
The cheerfulness of spending time
With loved ones is the key.

I want headlines in the news
Living life like a celebrity
I’ll be humble and good-hearted
No matter the popularity.
I’ll remember to do good deeds,
Helping others at every turn
Wealth will not be everything,
I will quickly learn.

Besides the fame and happiness
Art and music are the best of me.
When I am using a pen,
I see my individuality.
When I write songs to sing,
I feel talent flow through my veins.
No need to follow the rules,
I can free myself from the chains.

Before I die, I want to have
Someone to love in life
No kids or any distractions
Just a husband and me- his wife.
He’ll admire me, for who I am,
No matter the faults or flaws
He’ll make my life the best,
a moment of happiness on pause.
Hye-lin Kim

The Wants of a Woman
What first I want are clothes to wear
The kind that won’t wear and tear
Beautiful gowns that flow to my feet
And a wardrobe full of jeans
Garments spun of gold and lace complete
What next I desire is freedom
To live the way I want
And follow my own beliefs
To love and laugh at will
Never held down by the judgment of others
What next I want are children
To love and protect with all of my heart
And guide them through life’s hardest moments
Never letting them go
Never to part
What last I want is love
To be surrounded by warm hearts
Friends that help stable me
Family that humbles me
To be remembered by those that have touched my heart.

Maya de Klerk

“The Wants of a Woman”
What I first want is to make my mother proud
To have her smiling with my every success
Make her happy knowing she’s done well
In raising me nevertheless
She’ll say it was worth the smiles and tears
My joy her own, my sorrow her own
Always there at my worst and best
She’d never leave me alone
What next I want is nothing but happiness
To live in a world filled with laughter
Be content with what I've accomplished
My dreams I shall go after
I wish to live cheerfully and carefree
Not even a single care in the world
As what I pursue and want is happiness
My life will stay furled

What I also want next is simple success
To live in a life of luxury and content
By having a perfect amount of opulence
Living life with a successful intent
I won’t be a stunning billionaire
But I will never be penniless
I’ll be living a life of basic triumph
A life of complete bliss

What last I want is a future with much love
Simply two children, a boy and a girl
And a husband worth every second
Who will always put my heart in a whirl
My future filled with nothing but warmth
Will be every woman's want and envy
As I picture my adoring family
I know I’ll be ready
Michelle Pak

“The Wants of a Woman”
What first I want are children to love and care for
Where I could have nothing but them and never seem poor.
I want to always be their friend and never their foe
And to watch them make memories as they learn and grow
What next I want is a sweet and handsome man to love
For him to put all things below me and me always above
To love all our days, while laughing and beaming
Living in an ideal world without having to be dreaming
What next I want is an enjoyable and fulfilling occupation
Which I can take pleasure in everyday without hesitation
¨Choose a job you love so you never have to work a day in your
life¨
Confucius speaks for women, like me, who don't just want to
be a housewife.
Alas I want is to identify my purpose in life
To live out my motive with limited strife
For my family to remember me, even after I'm gone
And to acquire a legacy that my family lives on

Sofia Principe

Wants of Man”
What first I want is happiness -And peacefulness, -- and bliss -And all the things that keep my smile
No more need to reminisce.
I’ll frolic here ‘till my days end
Unrestrained I’d live;
Endless time I’d have to spend,
My life not to give.
What next I want are cars and phones,
And all the latest toys.
Resonating in my bones,
Wealth and endless joys!
Two cars shall not be
Quite enough for me.
Four I’d need, you see?
Then I will be happy.
What then I want is natural fame
As far as eyes can see.
Known by papers, books, articles,
National TV!
Known for greatness,
Natural flaunt.
To be like me:
A natural want.
Ruben Soh and Joshua Ryu

Tributes To International Peace Day

(The following student submissions were honored
by the International Peace Day Committee)

“God Forgive Me”
My mother tells me not to want- but I do
She tells me not to want for my father who has
long since passed from trying to keep us alive
Quamar, the moon, he named me, before he left
Every time I look up into the night sky as we run
farther from home I see the beacon of hope that I
have become for my mother
I see the light that we travel by in hopes of a
better life as we flee from my father’s Syrian
grave
As we flee from the graves of all those who died
like my father
But I still want

My mother tells me not to want but I do
I want answers as to why bombs fall from the sky
I want answers to as why the men in fur coats
flying free in the sky
And us the ever mortal remain held down by the
gravity of our identities
Mother tells me not to ask these questions because
it is no help to end this,
being angry, and wanting answers to questions I
can’t have will only make me more resentful
But I still want
Mother tells me not to want but I do
I want a home that’s really a home
not just a quilt that my mother and I wrap
ourselves in to keep out the cold of the desert
The road to Egypt is perilous and lonely but we
soon will make it
We, my mother and I who seem to never rid our
fingernails and hair of sand
My mother and I who never have enough to eat
or drink

Sharing with our small group of other mothers
and daughters
Mothers and daughters who also don’t have
enough to eat or drink
Mothers and daughters like my mom and I who
want
And I know soon we all will be far from the war
torn country we called home
And I know soon we will have food and water
aplenty
And I know soon my tired feet will know rest
And I know soon my mind will be learned and full
And I know soon we will be happy
But I still want

First Place Winner: Jude Ala

A Tribute to Aadela’s Diary
Diary entry -September 17, 1996 in Afghanistan.
Aadela is 9 years old
I have been waiting for as long as I can
remember to go to school and today marks my
first day ever of official education. All my life I
have been working with my mastama (mother)
and papa in the fields, everyday living with the
fear that hidden bombs would go off because of the
war. However, now that I am going to school and
thought I would finally be safe, I realize that
school is the actual warzone. This morning, I left
my house in my favorite red and sparkly hijab,
which was a gift from my Jaddati (grandmother).
I walked on the rocky dirt road, being so careful
that my shoes wouldn’t get too dirty so that,
hopefully, all the other girls wouldn’t make fun of
me. I was so convinced that school was a safe
place until I was pushed to the ground by a man
wrapped in what looked like bandages, pressing a

gun to my head. I let out a high pitched screech,
but it was never heard. Perhaps nothing came out
of my mouth, my voice suppressed with sheer
terror. When there was a moment dirt and tears
did not fill my eyes, I was able to see that there
were about four more men disguised the same
way. They all started to kick and punch me until
all I could see was sheer darkness. I was hurt and
confused and all I knew was that after today,
nothing would ever be the same. I am still filled
with shame, fear, and misery as my salty tears
burn my cuts and bruises.

Diary Entry- December 23, 1996 in Afghanistan.
Aadela is still 9 years old
Mastama and Papa were convinced that
Afghanistan was not the place to stay. After my
attack, I was in the hospital for weeks, and not
soon after that they concluded that Afghanistan is
nothing but a war torn country filled with
oppression. They thought going to Sweden would
give me a better chance at having a good life, or
at least surviving. A couple years ago, I would
have never agreed to this, even though Mastama
and Papa would listen to me; now, I couldn’t agree
more with their decision to relocate. I mean, I’ve
always wanted to own one of those computer

things and maybe they will have those in Sweden.
Anyway, over the past several weeks I have been
on a truck, sitting between an old man with 4
chickens and a guy in his 30’s who weighed about
300 pounds. The old man’s name is Hadarah and
his chickens’ names were Na'eem, Wa'il, Kaashif,
and D'anton. Yeah, I was in there for way too
long. At that time we had already passed through
Iran, which took twenty days to walk through. It
was dreadful and horrific. We had water for only
sixteen of the twenty days but then people called
smugglers came to our rescue in the desert. Man,
was I glad they showed up.
Ever since then I have been coughing and I’m
sure I’ve caused my mastama to be sick as well,
being so close to her all the time. I hope I don’t get
Hadarah or his chickens sick too. I couldn’t wait
to get off the truck and I didn’t remember what it
felt like to walk. Next we arrived in Istanbul. The
three weeks I spent in that big, modern and
beautiful city were the best, but the smugglers
decided we would go to Greece by fishing boat.
This was the time when I realized that I get really
bad sea sickness and spent most of the trip
vomiting, fainting, and being dizzy. After we got
off the boat at midnight in Greece, my mastama,
papa, the rest of my fellow Afghans and I were
chased down by the police. I wish I would have

thought to play tag with the police force when I
was still in Afghanistan because boy, were they
fast. After that, we had to get to Germany from
Greece so we took another truck, but this time, it
was much bigger and there were fewer people
because most of them were tagged by the police.
I’ve never seen it work that way before but I guess
they’re all “it”. Luckily, I have much experience
with tag, and so do my mastama and papa from
playing with me all the time. The trip from
Germany to Sweden took three days, except the
people who got tagged had all our water and food,
so, we drank the seawater. Surprisingly, I fainted
many more times on that trip. But after several
more train, bus, and truck rides, mastama, papa,
a little girl named Sabah and I were the only ones
left to see the big city of Malmö, the capital of
what looked like the greatest country in the world,
Sweden. The smell is so magnificent here, clean
and untouched. Of course we had to live on the
streets during this time, but I didn’t care.
Frankly, when I heard mastama say that we were
going to get a house, I was a bit disappointed.
Everyone on the streets is so nice. They wave
when I do, and some even throw me little coins,
ones that had little people and others even have
patterns on them. You know, I’m starting to think
that Sweden will be a great place to live.

Diary entry- March 18th, 2017 in Malmö, Sweden,
Adela is now 21 years old
Ever since the exploration to Sweden, my life
has become increasingly better every day. When I
first arrived here, I thought that living on the
streets was great. However, I currently live in a
penthouse in the wonderful city of Malmö in a
country filled with freedom, opportunities, and
equality. I currently work as a computer engineer
for Luwa Air Engineering AG, and yes, I know all
there is to know about those “computer thinggies”.
Unfortunately, my mastama and papa died not
shortly after the trip here. So, since then, I
continue to live up to my full potential and take
every opportunity there is, in honor of them. They
made this all happen. There are times when I can
still hear my mastama calling for me and other
times I can see my papa out of the corner of my
eye. However, fortunately, I was adopted by a
nice couple named Elsa and Hugo and they too,
made sure that I had everything I could ever
want or need. My life has been a series of
mountains and plateaus, although, till this day, I
don’t regret anything I have done. My decisions
have shaped the person I am today, whether it be
good or bad. I am so thankful for every one who
led me to the light, even in darkness, and for the

people who got to see it with me. With this being
said, I am sorry to say that this diary means
nothing to me anymore. It’s time to put my past
behind me and start a new life. To take chances
and try new things because Hubal, the Arabic
god, knows I've done it all before, but now, I shall
do it again and finish what I have started.
Submitted by Sofia Prinicpe: Honorable Mention
Winner

NOTE: This book has been published in the International
Museum of History as an ancient artifact. Aadela Silaba felt she
needed to help guide refugees from all around the world, ones
just like her. After this day, Aadela sold her penthouse, quit her
job, and traveled the world, helping any refugee in need. She is
now a freedom and equality icon for immigrants from all around
the world and won the Nobel Peace Prize in the year of 2033.

“Escape From Somalia”
I had fled Somalia to a refugee camp in
Kenya in hopes of staying alive. But I was greeted
by the familiar sounds of gunshots flying over my
head as I traveled with my family. The procession
of refugees was struck by gunmen from a rival
clan. My body crashed against the dirt crumbling
beneath me, as a I tried to dodge the bullets.
Shaking, I wrapped my hands around my head. I
tasted dirt underneath me as my grime filled
fingernails dug into my skin. I smelled blood and
heard screams echoing my internal anguish. I
could not remember what took place after that.
But one memory forever stained my mind. I
recalled my mother screeching for us to move,
begging for her children to live. I trembled as I
picked myself up from the ground. From there on,
we were forever moving, and no one muttered a
word about the attack. I could tell it had shook
them, for my brother would shriek at night,

yelling for mom to protect him from the savages. I
couldn't be sure this was the case because there
had been a similar occurrence in our home town.
It ended in my father turning into ash and dust,
prompting our move to a refugee camp.
Once we arrived at the Kenyan refugee camp,
we were provided food, water, shelter, and a piece
of land on which to farm. My family was happy
and somewhat stable despite the infrequent rebel
attacks. At the camp, many UN workers
monitored our lives. However, I had never
encountered one myself, for I assumed that they
viewed me as a healthy teen who required no help.
They made sure we were fed, safe, and healthy.
But on this day, my family's tent was approached
by a man clutching a clipboard. He looked us over
and glanced back at the papers in his hand. The
man told us we were granted a flight out of the
refugee camp to Sweden, which startled me.
Leaving? Why? It occurred to me that the camp I
had grown up in had become my home. I had
suddenly become defensive of my cheap clothing,
small tent, and miniscule piece of land. As I
glanced around the small tent to see the reaction
of others, I met my mother’s smiling eyes. For her
this was a miracle, a sign that something good
was finally happening to her. I did not match her
excitement, for it was a sign of change that
terrified me.

I took the UN bus to Nairobi and boarded the
plane with my mother and brother. My sister
could not come with us, for she had become
deathly ill the week before the flight. My mother’s
gleeful eyes turned heavy with sadness. It was
almost as if the world could not give us anything
without taking something in return. The memory
of that plane ride remained with me for my entire
life. I recall a distinct smell of new leather on the
plane, although the seats were relatively worn.
For some reason I still cannot put my finger on,
that scent triggered the moment I began to feel
hope. It was as if I realized that there was a
completely different idea of civilization from that
of the world I was living in before. That plane ride
was the first time I realized I was motion sick, as I
threw up on my luggage. As we began our ascent,
I remembered how my mother had told me that
we would have an apartment; of course I have no
idea what that meant, but the word excited me.
She told me I could get a job in Sweden once I was
old enough.
Once we landed, my family was met with a
Somali translator and a man from the office of
refugee integration. She was dressed in jeans,
which was quite a sight to see. We were brought to
a five-room apartment with very little furniture
and a refrigerator full of fruits and vegetables,
some we had never seen before. Although the stove

terrified us at first, we became accustomed to life
with modern technologies. Our life was great in
the small village of Lies, but there was emptiness
as well. My sister remained in Somalia, despite
our desperate attempts to bring her new home.
We tried reasoning with the Swedish Migration
board, but they did not recognize the documents
of Somali and other immigrants any longer. And
so my story continues, the life of a belittled
refugee who found a home, now fighting for the
same for others.

Submitted by Lily Futeran: Second Place Winner

“In Search of Freedom”
July 7, 2017
The neighbor’s daughter died today when the
military came through and burned down all the
houses. We have been expecting them to come, but
no one ever knew when they might, and so we had
all just gone about our daily business. Only
moments after I had gone to get some water from
the pump, big men with guns and giant metal cars
came through the town and crushed one of the
many flimsy wooden houses along the main road.
So many of us, including some of my relatives,
tried to stand up to them, but they were taken
prisoner and put into one of the metal cars. My
mother and I fled into the forest, but we don’t
know what to do now. I could see the flames going
up from the village and even taller ones shooting
up from the top of the mosque.
Lately, we have heard that many of us Rohingya
were being killed and torn from our homeland by

the military. Apparently the government hates us
now, though we have been part of this country
since it began. Towns near us had gotten burned
to the ground, and we were preparing to flee to
another town farther away but now it is probably
too late. Normally, our towns are full of activity
and people, who are trading at the market or
planting crops. Now a hush has come over the
village. Many people have left, trying to flee to
Bangladesh, but me and my family had never
thought that we would have to do the same so
soon. We knew it was coming, but not anytime in
the near future. I think that my mother and
father were playing it down because we truly
lacked the money or resources needed to leave,
and didn’t want to scare me with the true nature
of the conflict. Either way, it is now very real.
July 10, 2017
The mosquitoes are constantly landing on me as I
write, but there isn’t much I can do about it now.
I am so hungry, as my mother gave me the last of
the meager amount of food we had brought this
morning, but I am sure that she is even hungrier.
Nothing I can do can really fix our situation,
except for trudging on through the forest. Mother
says that we will get to Bangladesh soon, and that
there will be friendly people with camps where

you can live, but her dream gets further away the
longer I spend here.
The whole time today we just walked and walked
without end. Mother said that we were close, as
our village was near the border. But how close
does she mean? Walking for three days now hasn’t
seemed to get us anywhere. Trees just start to look
the same. Occasionally we see some signs of people,
like some ashes on the ground or a small, ripped
piece of cloth on a tree branch. I hope that the
people who left those made it across the border, or
that it means that safety is near. At any rate,
Mother says we have to start walking again.
July 12, 2017
I have no other feeling right now but that of pure
joy and relief. After walking for four days with
barely any food, we finally saw a gap in the trees
and better yet, heard the noise of people! At first I
thought that it was more cruel men burning yet
another village and we ran away, but after a
group of people who were talking in a foreign
tongue walked past, we knew it couldn’t be. We
realized that we were at the border, near one of
those camps we had been told so much about!
Heading into the clearing in the forest, we were
greeted by a man who was smiling at us. We
didn’t think that anyone would welcome us after
the terrible events which had just occurred a few

days ago. But even so, the man, who spoke to us in
our language and was very nice and friendly,
took us and led us to a tent. And in this tent were
so many people, crowded around a table, but
when we drew closer we could see all of the food
and blankets and anything we might want in the
world. Everything was a blur as we were told to
eat, had our names recorded in a log, were given
“shots”, and finally got to rest in another tent, a
tent with actual beds. Even though I had left
everything behind in my burned town, I knew
that this would be our chance to start a new life
here in Bangladesh.
Submitted by Nadia Gheti: Honorable Mention

My Family
My family is like the Bronx Zoo:
Reina is an old cat, has eight lives and is always a grouch.
Dad is the lion, sleeps all day but is very protective over his
kids.
Mom is a female koala, gives everything up for her family.
Mia is the guinea pig, easy to care for and needs attention
every second.
Jacob is the bat, always jumping, moving, never sleeping,
stays up all night.
And I am the rabbit, quiet but gets in trouble all the time.

Cinquain
Desert
Dry, sunny
Sizzling, scorching, blazing
Endless with sand
Sahara

My Rules to Being a Celebrity
If you want to be a celebrity, here’s what you have to do:
You must gather a crew and make your debut
Learn how to take a selfie
To document that you’ve been healthy
You should wear sunglasses everywhere you go
Even when it’s snowing outside the window
You must keep your dating life a secret for a while
Until you get married and walk down the aisle
And you must wear strange clothing
So people don’t know where you’re going
And make sure you always live your life expensively
Here’s what you’ll have to do, if you want to be a celebrity.

Kayla Ahn and Gloria Park

How to Bake a Cupcake
If you want to bake a cupcake, here’s what you’ll have to do:
You must preheat the oven and get ready to bake too
Prepare your ingredients, start to mix it well
The batter is thickening; the more you stir, the more it
swells
After you must pour the batter in a pan
For extra sprinkles, get out the can.
Split the batter into parts of a dozen
Wear gloves for goodness sake when you take it out of the
oven
There you have a delicious cake,
But you have to take a break
To get a bite
of this beautiful sight.

Victoria Yoo and Isabella Jung

A Tribute to Shel Silverstein

My Rules for Dying Your Hair
If you want to know how to dye your hair, here’s what
you’ll have to do:
Prepare your hairline with lotion
Soak it from within.
You’ll want to make sure that you don’t dye your skin.
And you are going to want to make sure your hair is dry,
To make sure you are ready to apply.
Ensure the color is fun and vivid,
Otherwise it will make me super livid.
Apply the color heavily,
Of which I have a tendency.
Let your hair do its thing; take your time,
Wait for the ding.
Wash your hair out,
It will be perfect, without a doubt.
Blow out your hair,
Let it sit in the warm, warm air.
Then you are all done,
New hair in a pinch,
It will be gorgeous, every inch.
Anthony DeCicco

Get Ready for Fall
If you want to get ready for fall, here’s what you have to do
Go to Starbucks and grabs your Uggs too
Buy your Halloween candy at CVS on sale
They’ll sue be happy to ring your doorbell.
Sweaters are in, tank tops are out
Put on your hoodie, that’s what fall is all about
The football game is on, watching with friends
Make sure you enjoy fall, you’ll be sad when it ends.
October 31st is finally here!
This is what you’ve been waiting for all year
Now go on put on your costume, have some fun
Mom will be waiting for you to come back from Halloween
fun!

Julia Vasquez

My Rules for Putting Up With a Younger Sibling
If you have a younger sibling whether it be a girl or boy,
I’ll teach you how to put up with them or you won’t feel
much joy,
If you have a younger brother they’re the absolute worst,
I think my parents like him more although I’m the first,
Oh dear, it’s a big list; I might need to make some charts
I know from experience they’re fond of Nerf darts
So don’t forget your protection armor and gear up
Feel welcome to resort to violence when they won’t shut up
Lock your room before you head out to leave
Because aside from being annoying they can be thieves
If you don’t follow my advice, it’s your valuables that’ll be
lost
You’ll find your room and bed completely tossed
With a younger sibling you have no chance at winning
So here’s how to brace yourself for a younger sibling.

Anna Yan

How to Make a Perfect Grilled Cheese
If you want to make a perfect grilled cheese, here’s what
you have to do:
First, get out the bread, cheese and butter and see when
their dates are due
Now you get your cooking skillet
And your softened butter to fill it
Turn on the stove to medium heat
Not so hot because then you have to repeat
Put your buttered pan on top of the fire
And soon your grilled cheese will be something to admire
Now you put your sandwich in
Grilling is now set to begin
Then you must let it cook and simmer
And I’m sure it’ll be a winner
Once the sandwich is ready to flip
Make sure your spatula has a good grip
And then you will give it a go
It’s almost time to eat; don’t you know
Finally, that grilled cheese is all done
You can now enjoy it; here come the tasting fun

Don’t forget to clean up your mess
As later it will cause you much less stress
Go and get your cheesy pan
About cleaning it you are probably not a fan
But to make a perfect grilled cheese this is what you have to
do
Line up the ingredients, grill, flip, and clean…and don’t
forget to chew!

Sophia Tarabola

What Good Dogs Do
If you want to be a good dog, here’s what you have to do:
You must learn how to let your owners know when you
have to poo.
And you must know how to clean yourself up well
Because your owners will love you even more if you don’t
smell.
When your masters are busy and gone for much time
Be sure to behave yourself until you hear the doorbell chime.
Try not to be tempted by the food left lying around
Or else your owners will come home and have a breakdown.
Now that your owners have seen the damage they’ve done
They will deprive you of your favorite treat to show you
that they’ve won.

So behave yourself when the evil mailman crosses your path
Don’t disturb him or you will have to deal with the
aftermath.
To be a good dog, you should be loyal and true
Because these are the things a good dog must do.

Sofia Principe

My love for you

If my love for you were a house
It would be renovated
Perhaps built in the 60’s with shag carpets, and hideous orange
wallpaper
A realtor named affection with a construction crew of; ideas for
our beautiful future together, renovate this house,
it sits beautiful with a dozen rooms
Over time market value decreases
Affection forgets about the house,
Ideas for our beautiful future together visit different houses
And so it sits in a cul de sac, patiently, in perfect condition,
gathering dust
Waiting for you
Waiting for you to move in
If my love for you were a room
It would be brightly colored a shade of honeymoon pink
full of happiness so pure even the hardwood floors shined a
little brighter when the sun danced on the floor through the open
window
But eventually the window must close
Outside it gets cold or rainy
And the twin bed in the room, which belongs to a small child
named adoration, must be slept in when the sun falls behind the
earth
The room when the lights go off changes

The walls are no longer honeymoon pink but indifference grey
With the shadows of past lovers turned strangers whose ghosts
bring a chill to my spine and an permanent empty to the other
half of my twin bed
If my love for you were a closet
It would be a walk in
So large a department stores entire selection of clothing could
fit inside of its depths
Someone would spend countless hours trying to correctly instal
shelving and rods
Ikea clothes hangers would be abundant
Yet its insides are bare of all garments
If my love for you were a drawer
It would have old shirts in it
Ones that if I tried to fit my torso into the fabric would rip
Too tight and worn out
Just waiting to be some little kids hand me downs
They still smell of the last time we kissed
They still smell innocent and sweet
The drawer used to have my favorite hoodie of yours inside
The closet had me hung up on a metal rod of you
The room once held laughter
And before moving out as quickly as you had come
The house used to be home
Zoe and Haley

Love
A great love is like a vivid memory
When it is there, you know it is there
It is all that you see
But the more you force it, the more it seems to drift away
But if you wait, maybe, just maybe
It will come again
Abigail Jung

“Vanishing House”
The image of the house
Reflecting over a small pond
Above the horizon and floating majestically on a hill
A simple attempt to climb will only push you farther
from the destination
The clouds darken, rain transforms the Earth to mud
I slip and I’m back to where I started
I fall clumsily into the original pond
And there it is, reflecting over me
The clouds turn to fog and blanket the house
I lay motionless, staring back at my own reflection,
Clueless without any path to follow
Daniel Lien

Racheal Lee and Kylie Lederman
A Long Time Ago
A long time ago,
We would carry around Spider Man lunch boxes
And Barbie dolls.
A long time ago,
We would dream of doing great things
Like being firefighters,
Police officers,
Astronauts.
A long time ago,
We used to not care what people would think,
But the world has changed
And we revolve around the opinions of others
“Does this shirt make me look fat?”
“Will people think I’m childish if I do that?”
“Does this lipstick make me look ugly?”
That was a long time ago.
Regret
When I listened to my parents
I thought it was a good idea
But it wasn’t.
I wish I had been more of a rebel,
Then I would have known
friendship
They said, “Study more; play less...
Friends come and go.”
But I haven’t observed that
Yet.
The value of a grade steals my joy
As I watch them frolic, I feel empty
If only I had fought...harder
A winner was determined before the battle began
I lacked passion, standing up for myself was not an option
I regret not satisfying my own desires
Before it was too late.

Joelle An & Nadia Ghetie

The Monstrous Ball
She sits across from the mirror
With no merriment in her eyes
The thought of pearls and gowns take over her
stubborn pride
The glow of the chandelier illuminates the room
Understated by her feelings of doom
She leaves behind the silence inside
Her wallflower demeanor wholly belied
By a plastic sense of elegance and charm
She must cover her panic and alarm
Replaced with the flamboyant sounds of a ball
This seemingly delightful evening will be her
downfall.
Emma Beckerman and Daphne Duran

“The Unfortunate Truth About Trust”
Stone, after stone, the seemingly endless wall
is built
Year, after year, we struggle to prevent it
from tilting
Hour, after hour, the wall now reaches the
sky
But misplacement soon catches my eye
Lie, after lie, the wall begins to fall
Tear, after tear, turns out it wasn’t worth it
at all
Again, years pass on and all truth is now
told
So, the wall builds itself up again without a
fold
But one false statement causes stones to
descend
And so, the non-existent wall takes on a new
friend.
Olivia Aloi & Sofia Principe
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